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Abstract: Image similarity measuring has many various applications. Pedestrian recognition is one 

of them and for the security purposes it is basically required to run in real-time. This paper propos-

es a deep Siamese neural network architecture for pedestrian recognition that achieves 70.28% ac-

curacy on the test set containing 20 persons. Prediction of the model is fast enough for real-time 

processing. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Pedestrian recognition system can play significant role in our life. Such a system could help in 

many areas, but probably the most important one is security. Imagine how many people are walk-

ing through the airports, bus stations shopping mall every moment. Even all these public places 

have security cameras around they are basically controlled by human operator. Pedestrian recogni-

tion system could significantly help with almost impossible tasks for human. For example, in the 

case of robbery in some store in shopping mall. The store has an image of suspect from their secu-

rity camera. They can send an image to security operator or make a call and provide description of 

suspect. It is almost impossible for human to find suspect among the people in the shopping mall. 

There can be plenty of cameras and hundreds of walking people. Pedestrian recognition system 

could solve this problem in seconds, maybe even milliseconds.  

This paper deals with pedestrian recognition using deep Siamese convolutional neural network. 

One of the crucial point for recognition is also the processing time. Architecture of the Siamese 

network for pedestrian recognition was proposed and train using created dataset containing 46 per-

sons and 1230 photos. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Next section – methodology 

theoretically describes basics of convolutional neural networks and Siamese networks. Dataset for 

training Siamese network is described in this part as well and the experiment part presents the pro-

posed method for pedestrian recognition and results. The last section concludes the paper. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

To make pedestrian recognition works as a whole system, first there is need to have some detection 

system. In this work is used a detection method described in [1]. From individual detections con-

taining only one person on the image it is possible to do recognition. There are many techniques for 

image processing but in the recent years Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) are the most widely 

used for this area. CNNs have become a standard approach for problems dealing with image classi-

fication [1],[2]. 

Image classification is one of the simplest tasks regarding image processing using deep learning. 

General architecture for classification consists of few Convolutional layers with ReLU activation 

function and each followed by Max-pooling layer. Next there is a Flatten layer and after this layer 
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are few Fully Connected layers, also called Dense layers. Usually between them are Dropout layers 

for reducing of overfitting. Last layer is Dense layer, sometimes called Activation or Classification 

layer and its contains as much neurons as number of classes [3]. Example of the basic convolution-

al neural network used for classification is in fig. 1. This network was used for Handwriting recog-

nition [4].  

 

Figure 1: Example of convolutional neural network with basic architecture for classification [4]. 

Principle of the feature extraction from image data is very similar for classification and recognition. 

Recognition process compares two images and estimates their similarity. This is not possible to 

achieve with basic architecture of CNN, because in recognition case there are two images on the 

input to the network. Siamese neural networks are used for these purposes. 

2.1 SIAMESE NETWORK 

Siamese neural nets were firstly introduced to solve image matching problem in the early 1990s 

[5]. Siamese neural network consists of two identical neural networks, each has one image as an 

input. Because of networks are the same, they compute the same function and thus they make ex-

actly same feature extraction for both images. Basic idea of Siamese neural network architecture is 

presented in fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2: Example of basic idea of Siamese neural network. 

Instead of learning to classify its inputs, it learns the similarity between inputs. Actually, it 

measures difference between images using contrastive loss function. This function is Distance-

based and can use for example Euclidean distance. Definition of contrastive loss function [6]: „A 
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contrastive loss function is employed to learn the parameters W of a parameterized function GW, 

in such a way that neighbors are pulled together and non-neighbors are pushed apart. Prior 

knowledge can be used to identify the neighbors for each training data point.” 

 

2.2 DATA DESCRIPTION 

For training and testing of system for pedestrian recognition there is necessary to have a dataset 

containing few persons with multiple photos. Dataset in our work were created from video used for 

‘i-Lids bag and vehicle detection challenge’ on IEEE International Conference on Advanced Video 

and Signal based Surveillance, 2007 [7]. Using detection method described in [1] pedestrians were 

detected every 2 seconds and detections were stored. After that all the detections had to be sorted in 

the way that one pedestrian contains only photos itself. Dataset contains 56 pedestrians with overall 

1179 samples distributed in pedestrians. The dataset was divided into two sets using for training of 

a model and for testing of performance of the model.  

Because of Siamese networks has on input two images, the form of data for training has to be in 

shape: [image1, image2, label], where label defines whether these two images are same person or 

not. A datagenerator was created for this purpose. Datagenerator generates a pair of images and 

creates label according to sources of the images. For training process is important to have both pos-

itive and negative samples. Process of generating balanced dataset is as follows: 

• Positive samples are created as all possible combination of images for all persons. There 

are 36 persons with overall 1029 photos in training set. Datagenerator automatically creat-

ed 28230 positive pairs without repeating of images.  

• Negative samples are created from two random selected persons and their random selected 

images. Pairs of images do not repeat. Datagenerator generates negative samples until it 

reaches number of positive samples. This is important to have a balanced dataset. 

• Combination of positive and negative samples, interleaved one by one, the training dataset 

consists of 56460 samples – pairs of images, half positive (same person) and half negative 

(different persons).  

The testing set is created in the same way and contains 562 pairs from 20 persons with overall 150 

images. Testing set is used only for evaluation purposes, it does not affect training process. Train-

ing set is split in two set called training (30000 samples) and validation (26460 samples). Positive 

and negative pair is shown in fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3: Example of pairs of images generated by datagenerator for training and testing of a 

model (a) positive pair (same person), (b) negative pair (different persons). 
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2.3 EXPERIMENT 

Proposed deep Siamese convolutional neural network is represented in fig. 4. As an  input to pro-

posed architecture of Siamese neural network are two images with 64 x 128 pixels size. At the end 

of the network is similarity measurement layer with contrastive loss function. In this work we used 

Euclidean distance for measuring similarity of both feature vectors extracted by identical Siamese 

networks. If there are same images on the input, both parts of network will generate same vectors.  

 

Figure 4: Proposed Siamese neural network architecture with shared weights. 

Within the experiment many architectures and different parameters settings were tried. For exam-

ple number of Convolutional layers, number of Dense layers, kernel sizes, number of kernels, 

number of neurons etc. Keras [8] and Tensorflow [9] frameworks were used to compile and train 

the network. These frameworks allow acceleration on GPU. 

Performance of the model is 81.66% accuracy on the training set and 70.28% accuracy on the test-

ing set which does not affect training process. Prediction of the model returns a value representing 

a difference between two input images. Dataset for training and testing is created in classification 

way, it means two images with same person got label 1 (positive) without distinguishing their simi-

larity. Same label got two images with almost identical position, size, etc. of the person and the 

same label got two images with different posing, size, lighting of the same person. For evaluation 

of the accuracy had to be set some threshold value which determines if predicted value represents 

same person or not. In this case we used threshold value 0.5 and values lower than 0.5 are consid-

ered as same person and greater than 0.5 are considered as different persons. 

One of the important part of the pedestrian recognition is also computational time. Using this neu-

ral network is possible to achieve 16,92ms of average prediction time. It includes pre-processing 

such as resizing and normalization of both images. The measuring of average time prediction was 

evaluated at the computer with processor Intel® Core™ i7-6700, 3.40GHz, 64-bit Windows 10, 32 

GB RAM and the model was loaded and runs using graphic card Nvidia GeForce 1080 Ti. 

3 CONCLUSION 

This paper aimed about challenging task in the image processing area - real-time pedestrian recog-

nition. For this purpose, the dataset with 56 persons and 1179 images was created. The architecture 

of deep Siamese neural network was proposed to solve this task. Average prediction time of the 
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network for two images is 16.92ms. It was proved that Siamese neural networks are suitable for 

similarity measuring tasks, especially for image signals.  

The performance of the proposed architecture is 70.28% of accuracy on the independent testing da-

taset. This accuracy is relatively low but there are few possible explanations for it. The first is size 

of the dataset. The model has tendency to overfit because of little amount of training data. On the 

other hand, by simplifying the proposed architecture of Siamese neural network would not be pos-

sible to generalize and learn network for this task. Increasing of training dataset should cause in-

creasing of performance model and avoid overfitting.  

The second explanation deals with computing of accuracy. Testing set is created in classification 

way, it means there are labels 0 (negative) for different persons and 1 (positive) for same person. 

Instead of that, the network is trained to estimate difference between images. It means there must 

be some threshold value to define whether images are from same person or not.  
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